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MY BANGKOK
3 movers and shakers tell Masala about their favourite places in the city.

Go-to place for an unofficial 
diplomatic tête-à-tête
The Polo Club has a quiet and beautiful 
ambiance during the day, and the lawns 
are lush green and well-maintained.
 
My favourite place to go alone
Krabi. Most places here are on the sea, 
and the place is sparsely inhabited.
 
Where I go when I’m homesick
To the movies at Major Cinema Ekkamai 
[Major Cineplex Sukhumvit]. Many 
Indian movies to choose from, and so 
flexible on time.
 
Where I shop for work clothes
Zen at CentralWorld—value for money 
and trendy clothes
 
Neighbourhood haunt
Brotzeit German Bier Bar & Restuarant. 
You can sit inside or outside, upstairs or 
on the ground floor. You have access to 
the large TV screens for games, and the 
food is good.
 
The bar that makes my favourite 
drink
Sky Bar at Sirocco, Lebua Hotel has a 
360-degree view of Bangkok, and the 
breeze here is cool and exhilarating. 
The lights all around make for a brilliant 
experience.

Workout spot
The Royal Bangkok Sports Club has a 
great gym—modern machines, a nice 
locker room, showers, and good after-
workout facilities.
 
Go-to spot for when my wife 
visits
Chiang Mai is serene and misty, very 
beautiful. It has a charm to it which 
comes from the natural beauty.
 
Best live music
My favourite place is Saxophone. I 
like it because two to three new jazz 
groups perform there every evening. 
The atmosphere is cosy and vibrant. 
The food and drinks are reasonable, 
and there is a large variety to choose 
from. My favourite food there is the 
finger snacks consisting of a variety 
of chicken, shrimp, and pork cooked 
without much oil. 
 
Go-to Sunday Brunch
Din Tai Fung in CentralWorld. This is 
the only branch of the Taiwan-based 
restaurant chain in Bangkok. I like dim 
sum for brunch, having lived in Hong 
Kong. Their signature dish is xiao long 
bao which has hot syrup inside with 
the meat filling. You have to learn how 
to hold each bao without puncturing it 
and eating it whole in one go! 

Beyond his diplomatic duties and involvement in the Thai-Indian community, Anil 
Wadhwa is arguably one of the most social ambassadors we’ve had. Not only is he 
a regular fixture at parties and events around town, he’s a fan of eating out and 
live music, and it’s not unusual to find him at Bangkok’s little-known jazz bars. And 
his Bangkok is not just limited to the high-faluting landmarks—though there are a 
few thrown in there. He’s equally likely to hit the malls or the aging movie theatre 
at Major Cineplex Sukhumvit, as well as take a break from the capital and escape to 
Thailand’s beaches and hills.

Anil Wadhwa  
Indian Ambassador to Thailand
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My favourite place to take my 
kid out on the weekend
My son likes Safari World. He likes 
feeding giraffes and seeing animals 
doing tricks; we like seeing funny 
tourists.

Best shop for children’s clothes
I love Château de Sable at Ei8ht 
Thonglor. My son’s going-out outfits 
for his first couple of years are all from 
there. They make nice, clean-looking, 
French-inspired clothes from fine cotton 
and linen.

Favourite place for a romantic 
date with my husband
This year, it has been L’Appart at Sofitel 
Bangkok Sukhumvit. I love the decor, 
and it’s almost always empty, which is 
nice. Also, it’s seconds away from my 
home. My favourite dish there is chilled 
corn soup that tastes like popcorn!

My favourite spa
Grande Nail in Ekamai for mani-
pedi because of its large window 
overlooking a garden. SK-II at Central 
Chidlom for a facial because you buy 
an entire range of their product once, 
and the treatments are complimentary. 
Also, whenever I feel lethargic, I go 
for Abhyanga treatment and detox 
massage at Suananda Ayurveda 
Wellness Centre in Silom.

Favourite neighbourhood spot
In front of the Exit door at Terminal 21 
on a sunny day. For some reason it has 
the best breeze, with enough sunshine 
and a gust of AC. I only stand there for 
a couple of minutes, of course, until 
the driver brings the car around.

My most memorable childhood 
place
My primary school, Wattana Wittaya 
Academy in soi 15, where I literally 
spent my entire childhood. I was in 
the school swimming team, and we 
trained every day after school till 8pm, 
including holidays and some Saturdays. 
Its land area is over 100 rais with 
many yards. I enjoyed the freedom 
of wandering around, exploring such 
large area. 

My favourite Indian restaurant 
in Bangkok 
Every other week, we’d order a full 
set of Indian dishes from Dosa King 
for home delivery. Pani puri and malai 
kofta are always on our menu.

My family’s go-to restaurant
For Italian, it’s either Pizzeria Limoncello 
or Basilico Pizzeria, where they let kids 
play with pizza dough and bake it too. 
We also like to go for teppanyaki at 
Nami at JW Marriott Hotel Bangkok. 
My son is entertained for the entire 
course, watching the chef cook. Ask 
for Somchai; he is quite entertaining 
with kids.
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Member of the Jaspal family, Suvita Chansrichavala launched her own women’s 
clothing brand Lyn Around in 2011, which now has more than 20 locations across 
Thailand. The mother-of-one is not all work and no play, however. She’s known 
among her friends as a jetsetter who enjoys the latest workout trends. To keep fit, 
she has a private instructor for Pilates and hammock yoga. She even plans to get 
back to contemporary dance. Suvita is also into French food, French fashion, and 
any fun restaurants that will keep her son entertained. 
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Suvita Chansrichavala  
Founder, Lyn Around
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Bangkok in three words
Love being here 
 

I unwind by 
Meeting up with friends for dinner or a 
quiet drink. Sometimes I just drive out 
or walk around taking photographs. 
 

Working on Sathorn
Convenient in terms of commuting. It 
is close to the river and has some of my 
favourite restaurants. 
 

The Thai dish I miss when away
Nam prik pla tu 
 

Favourite breakfast food 
Coffee and croissants at Café 1912 
on Sathorn, on the Alliance Française 
premises 
 

Favourite coffee shop 
Gallery Café at Bangkok Art and 
Culture Centre (BACC) on Rama I. I get 
an Americano or a double espresso. 
 

Favourite rooftop bar
Above Eleven, Sukhumvit Soi 11
 

Where I go climbing in the city 
Racquet Club, Sukhumvit Soi 40

First-date spot 
Any of the small riverside restaurants 
like Samsara.
 

Favourite iconic Bangkok spot 
Wat Arun at night from the other side 
of the river is breathtaking.
 
Favourite Indian restaurant 
Masala Art and recently Maya at 
Holiday Inn Bangkok Sukhumvit 22 
 
Favourite bar for a Saturday 
night
Used to be [now-defunct] Ad Makers 
on Soi Ruamrudee...I prefer my whiskey, 
Macallan. 
 
My go-to shop for photo gear
I mainly pick up my cameras from 
Japan, but in Thailand, it’s Fotofile at 
MBK. I also buy stuff on eBay, especially 
old film cameras. 

Favourite place for street 
photography 
Chinatown and Old Bangkok area. 
The colour and people make street 
photography unique in Bangkok.

A charming and witty thirtysomething from Kolkata and “that guy who works for 
Jet Airways” are a few ways to describe him. But there are other things that you 
don’t know about four-year Bangkok resident Anindam Choudhury. He secretly 
hopes to take one long holiday without looking at his Blackberry. He focuses 
on simplicity and approaches life enthusiastically. Before he got sucked into the 
corporate world, he was an avid mountaineer and a climbing instructor for a decade. 
But most importantly, Anindam loves street photography, and despite a gruelling 
schedule, he hits the streets with his lens every chance he gets.

Anindam Choudhury 
Country Manager, Jet Airways (Thailand & Indochina)
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